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Jeremy Corbyn is a threat to national security. As the mainstream media repeats it so often, it must be
true. After all, anybody unwilling to state categorically that he would press the red nuclear button
without hesitation clearly is unfit to be the leader of this great country. Even Hillary Clinton has more
b**ls than him, because she talked of nuking Iran when she ran against that pussyfooter Obama all
those years ago. Which reminds one of his successor. Now, there’s a REAL MAN – one who boasts about
grabbing assorted female body parts one day, becomes president the next, drops “the mother of all
bombs” the day after, then sends a nuclear armada to the Korean Peninsula before ending the week on
a golf course. That’s the kind of “strong, stable leadership” that we need, which Corbyn is clearly
incapable of providing, which our prime minister demonstrates in spades. All that hippy talk of keeping
the NHS free; of increasing the minimum wage; of building council homes; of multiple
renationalisations; of creating a people’s bank, and worst of all, of relating domestic terrorism to foreign
policy. And then he wants to throw all that money at grassroots arts and sports. How irresponsible can
one get? Doesn’t he know how dangerous that is? That it will only throw up upstarts like Alice Walker,
Paul Robeson and Muhammad Ali? Better to concentrate on curbing immigration. Especially from Africa.
Now, even as an African (with my British passport securely in my hand), I am mindful (thanks to my indepth knowledge of historical European-African relations) of the huge debt we owe to our former
colonial masters for civilising us. British imperialism is a great tradition, and I recognise in Theresa May
the embodiment of that most valued of British values: political honesty. This is the best hope for further
peace and development in my troubled continent. Pay no mind to that pretender, Jeremy Corbyn. That
famous photograph of him being arrested at an Anti-Apartheid demonstration decades ago was staged,
and only reveals his terrorist sympathies and true Communist leanings, which threaten to take us back
not just to the 1970s but to the Dark Ages, reversing centuries of noble, charitable work by the White
Man on behalf of his poor African brothers.
So, be patriotic, be strong, be wise. Vote on June 8, but for anybody but Labour. Your country’s security
depends on you.
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